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ABSTRACT
In this work, the performance investigation of PAM-6 modulation in the optical Oband is investigated through the analysis of eye diagrams and bit error rate. The
impact of residual chromatic dispersion and the noise introduced by the optical
system components is investigated for the data rates varying from 25 to 55 Gbit/s in
intensity modulation direct detection system.

1. INTRODUCTION

4. RECEIVING SIGNAL
To receive a transmitted signal, crucial parameters of a photodetector and an
oscilloscope’s Analog-Digital Converter (ADC) must be taken into account.
• Photodetector inverts the phase of the signal and adds a DC coefficient
• resampled to filter samplerate
• then resampled to correct baudrate
• Deinterleaving to obtain I and Q
• QAM symbols demmaped to bits
• comparative analysis of the input and output for estimate BER

This work is focused on Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) and PulseAmplitude Modulation (PAM). Approaches known so far use 4 levels (PAM-4) or 8
levels (PAM-8) [5]. As the number of levels increases, the signal-to-noise ratio(SNR)
decreases with negative impact on bit error rate (BER). In this poster the new method
is presented. Proposed approach is based on 6 levels (PAM-6) what makes it an
intermediate solution:
• Fewer levels than PAM-8, causes higher snr
• more levels than PAM-4 causes 25% faster bitrate
Disadvantage:
• number of signal processing operations increased because two modulations

5. TRANSMISSION RESULTS
As it can be read from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the value of BER depends on both
transmission speed and also on fiber length that have been used for the experiment.
Moreover, a small fraction of incoherent light is emitted by the laser which causes
decrease of SNR, and as a result increase of BER. Due to the fact that transmission
is conducted in O-band, dispersion related effects has a minor influence on signal
quality. Moreover, the electrical signal that is delivered to MZM is adjusted to its Vπ, to
minimize the nonlinearities of the modulator. Fig. 5 shows a BER for five different
transmission speeds in function of value of attenuation before receiver. Due to the
limitation of the oscilloscope that has been employed in the experiment (i.e. limited
window of observation), true value of BER cannot be acquired for 20 Gbps and 50
Gbps, for 0dB and 1dB, as well as 20Gbps for 2dB.

Figure 1. Generation and reception of PAM-6 signal with a 32-QAM constellation.

2. GENERATION OF PAM-6
The whole process starts from generating signal using Matlab software.
• pseudo-random bit generator (PRBS) with a uniform discrete distribution
• reshaped in binary 5-tuples
• QAM modulator converts tuples to Gray’s code mapped in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) values
• In time domain I and Q are sequentially transmitted(interleaving)
• Squared root shape raised-cosine filter (SRRC) and resampled to 64 GSa/s.
• Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG)
Figure 2 presents the schematic process of generation and reception of PAM-6 signal
with a 32-QAM
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the proposed process, the experimental configuration was set. Figure 2
shows a block diagram of the configuration used for the transmission of
previously prepared data.
• Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) and AWG as transceiver
• attenuator and optical fiber as transmission line
• photo detector (PD) and oscilloscope as receiver module
• 1310 nm distributed feedback laser (DFB)
• deterministic polarization controller
• standard single mode fibers (SSMF) had been used.

As presented, a PAM-6 for O-Band transmission has been evaluated. An inclusive set
of the experiments was performed, including a wide variety of baud rate
configurations and link distances, evaluating the performance of the proposed
approach. Consequently, the fact that BER results were kept very low proves the
robustness and superior performance of the solution. As shown on eye diagrams (Fig.
8) PAM-6 creates rather clear spaces between levels which means that there is not
much noise.
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